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NEA Grants Continue Under Funding Cloud
Even in the face of threats to its budget, the
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA)
continues business as usual (for the most
part) by announcing their Spring 2017
grants.
Roughly $84 million
is being distributed
to recipients in all
50 states through
1,195 grants.
Since taking office, the administration of
Donald J. Trump has proposed to completely eliminate the NEA and similar
agencies --- even though such funding entities amount to a tiny fraction of the federal
budget. Indeed, an analysis by the Washington Post estimates that the total budgets
for the NEA and the National Endow-

ment for the Humanities (NEH)
amount for just 0.006% of the
2016 US federal budget for 2016.
“The American people are recognized for their innovative spirit
and these grants represent the
vision, energy, and talent of
America’s artists and arts organizations,” said NEA Chairman
Jane Chu in a press release that
didn't address these concerns. “I
am proud of the role the National
Endowment for the Arts plays in
helping advance the creative capacity of the United States.”
More than $2 million has been
designated for 54 Pennsylvania
organizations, with nearly half of
that to the Pennsylvania Council

CSC Gets $7.5 Million Grant
The Carnegie Science Center, one of the
four Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh,
has received the largest gift in the center's
history --- an impressive $7.5 million from
PPG Industries and its foundation.

paign has now raised $45.9 million," Rohloff writes. "This tops
the original $35 million campaign
that was launched more than two
years ago. The rest came from
corporations and individuals."
Construction on the new pavilion
began in December and will open
sometime in June 2018.

Katherine Rohloff reports in the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette that the donation will be used
to finance a new science pavilion as well
as educational and film programs. "With
the gift from PPG and its foundation, the
Carnegie Science Center’s SPARK! Cam-
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on the Arts for their own grant
programs. Local assets receiving
funds include Bricolage
($10,000), City of Asylum Pittsburgh ($30,000), New Hazlett
Theater ($10,000), Pittsburgh
Downtown Partnership
($25,000), Pittsburgh Glass
Center ($20,000) and the Society
for Contemporary Craft
($20,000). Another $10,000 is
going to the Westmoreland Museum of Art.
Full details of these grants can be
found at https://www.arts.gov/
news/2017/nea-announces-grantssupport-arts-every-us-state-andjurisdiction
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Actor Strike Still Possible
At press time, contract talks have
been extended between SAGAFTRA and the Alliance of Motion Picture & Television Producers --- but a strike may still
happen.

A strike will halt production on
all scripted fare (except daytime
soap operas, which operate under
a different contract) including
those in Pittsburgh. Talks were

supposed to officially end on June
30 but have continued on a dayby-day basis. TheWrap.com's
Matt Pressberg reports that "the
two sides remain apart on issues
including compensation for short
seasons and travel allowances."
The AMPTP wants to change
rules for day players as well as the
per diem for actors working on a
production far from their homes
(for example, a New York City
actor working in Pittsburgh).
There is also the matter of wage
increases. Jonathan Handel of the
Hollywood Reporter has posted a
detailed look at the issues at

CMOA’s Big Get
Five historic images from the
early days of photography have
been acquired by the Carnegie
Museum of Art, one of the Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh.
They will be included with the
more than 30 other Talbot works
in the museum's collection that
will go on exhibition in November.

British scientist and inventor
Henry Fox Talbot (1800-1877)
invented two early forms of photography: salted paper and calotype.
Salted paper photography is created by wetting a sheet of writing
paper with a weak solution of
ordinary table salt then brushing
one side with a strong solution of

silver nitrate. The paper darkens
where it is exposed to light resulting in an image. Calotype uses
paper coated with silver iodide
that is practically insensitive to
light and can be stored indefinitely. This process produces a
translucent original negative image from which multiple positives
can be made by simple contact
printing.

http://
www.hollywoodreporter.com/
news/sag-aftra-deal-elusive-asmidnight-expiration-strike-threatloom-1018332
If the actors do walk out, it will be
the first time since the historic
1980 strike that delayed the start
of the 1980-1981 television season --- and helped fuel the international excitement over the famous "Who Shot JR?" episode of
the hit TV series "Dallas."

Opera Gets
$1.2 Million
Local philanthropists Patrick Atkins and his wife Michele have
donated $1.2 million to the Pittsburgh Opera.

A museum press release calls Talbot "a true 'gentleman scientist' of
the Victorian period." The release
adds: "Talbot combined his
knowledge of chemistry, mathematics and optics, with his interest in art, botany, classics, and
foreign languages to invent the
paper-based photography that
dominated the field for most of
the 19th and 20th centuries."

“We are thrilled to be in a position to make this gift to Pittsburgh
Opera”, the couple said in a press
release. “It reflects our ongoing
commitment to the performing
arts in the great city of Pittsburgh,
and our confidence in Pittsburgh
Opera. The quality and range of
their productions is truly excellent, they make significant investments in the art form’s future
through their first-rate Resident
Artist Program, and their inventive education programs enrich
students, schools, teachers and
future audiences.”

More on Talbot can be found at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Henry_Fox_Talbot

The gift will be spread out over
four annual payments and be used
for audience development.
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“Downward Dog” Seeks
Adoptive Home
Producers of the Pittsburgh-made
television series "Downward
Dog" is seeking a new home, reports Pittsburgh Post-Gazette's
Rob Owen.
Debuting on May 17, "Downward
Dog" is a single-camera comedy
about a philosophizing dog who
sees his owner, Nan, as a beloved
life partner. It was canceled after
just eight episodes due to low
ratings (although the series has
gotten positive reviews).
Co-creator Michael Killen told
Owen that shopping a series to

potential outlets is more challenging that he expected. "I've personally been going through an education process of how hard it is to
have a comedy stay alive more
because of the financial structure
of it."
There is still the possibility that
ABC, a division of the Walt Disney Company, will change its
mind. Read Owen's full article by
clicking http://www.postgazette.com/ae/tvradio/2017/06/28/downward-dogcancelled-abc-shows-pittsburgh/
stories/201706280097

TRCF Grants Support Local
Film Fest & New Opera
Two non-profit arts organizations
have received grants from the
Three Rivers Community Foundation.;
Three Rivers
Community
Foundation
(TRCF) was
formed in 1989
by a group of
community activists to advance
social change through grants, advocacy and capacity development
for grassroots and other organizations.
The Pittsburgh Lesbian & Gay
Film Society (PILGFS) has received $4,000. Although the society is best known for staging the

Reel Q film festival each October,
the TRCF grant is being used to
finance part of the Pittsburgh Underground Film Festival. The festival is being held in August. The
grant underwrites a screening of
the documentary "Ovarian
Psycos" The film is about queer
women of color in East Los Angeles who are redefining identity
and building community through
a raucous, irreverently-named
bicycle crew. The screening will
be followed by a panel including
representatives from bike advocacy and housing advocacy
groups. [Full disclosure: James A.
Richards, publisher of Pittsburgh
Applause, sits on the PILGFS
board]

www.pittsburghapplause.com

CGT’s
Urgent Call
One of the region's oldest theatre
companies, the Greensburg
Civic Theatre, has issued an urgent call for
new board
members.
The Greensburg Civic
Theatre (GCT) is an all-volunteer
community theatre troupe
founded in 1951 and stages a full
season of plays in rural Westmoreland County.
A press release issued on June 9
explains that "due to various personal and work-related circumstances, the non-profit company
has lost a total of six Board members since last summer, many of
whom held key roles in working
on set construction and dressing,
lighting, sound and props committees."
Another $4,000 grant is going to
the Pittsburgh Festival Opera
(founded in 1978 as the Opera
Theater of Pittsburgh). This grant
underwrites a new opera called "A
Gathering of Sons." issues of race
and social injustice, seen through
the prism of police brutality
against Black Americans. The
opera will be followed by talkback sessions to engage audiences
to express their opinions and invite further action.
The other grants are going to nonarts groups involved with issues
such as diversity, gun violence
and shale-related environmental
concerns, among others.
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Important Legal Workshops In July
Steeltown/MIC
A work shop focused on composing works for film and television
has been scheduled for July 11.
It's a joint effort of the Steeltown
Entertainment Project and Music Industry Connect Pittsburgh.

The Steeltown Entertainment Project was established in 2003 to
support and build bridges among
segments of Pittsburgh entertainment industry with an emphasis
on television. Recently formed,
Music Industry Connect Pittsburgh is a network of independent
music professionals.

The program will focus on how
composers and filmmakers work
in tandem. Topics including scoring, legal issues and applications.
Speakers include composer, performer and sound designer Bill
Stankay, who specializes in creating atmospheric music.
In related news, MIC is releasing
their entirebIndie Music Business
Model (IMBM). The IMBM is the
world’s first “Choose Your Own
Adventure” model to guide any
indie musician to personal success
without a label and without relocating to a music-hub city like
Los Angeles, New York City or
Nashville. Log on to http://
www.micpgh.com/sanctuaryfor
details.
The workshop will be held at
Steeltown's offices on the city's
South Side. To register, click
http://www.steeltown.org/musicfor-moviemaking?
mc_cid=05cf300155&mc_eid

GPAC
Intellectual property issues will be
examined at a workshop hosted
by the Greater Pittsburgh Arts
Council (GPAC).
A trio of attorneys --- Shane
Valenzi, Jason
Somma and
Marc de St.
Maurice --- will
speak about
how artists can collaborate while
protecting the ownership of their
work. The emphasis will be on
planning ahead and reaching
agreements before starting a project.
The workshop will be held at the
GPAC offices on July 10. For
details, and to register, click
http://pittsburghartscouncil.org/
events-and-workshops-etc/
gpacevents/event/523

TAKE YOUR MUSIC CAREER SERIOUSLY!
“[This is a] booklet that could teach a thing
or two to musicians of any level.”
—- Andy Mulkerin, Pittsburgh City Paper

READ THE FULL REVIEW

ORDER BY CLICKING YOUR PREFERRED STORE BELOW
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Report: The Not-So-Diverse Theater World
The image of the creative world
as one that celebrates inclusion,
diversity and tolerance. But a recent study released by Actors Equity challenges
that visual.
Established in
1913, the Actors
Equity Foundation represents
more than
51,000 professional theatre actors
and stage managers including
several hundred in the Pittsburgh
area.

The study examined the casts of
new productions that opened between 2013 to 2015 (both Broadway and touring shows such as
those staged in Pittsburgh). The
result is disappointing. "With this
study, we can take an empirical
look at hiring biases in our industry," explains union head Mary
McColl in an online posting.
"Women and members of color
have fewer work opportunities,
and when they do get hired, they
often are hired on lower-paying
contracts."

Kennywood’s Web Award
Pittsburgh's iconic Kennywood
amusement park has received a
Certificate of Excellence by TripAdvisor.

Built in 1898, Kennywood is a
traditional amusement park offering a mix of classic rides and
modern thrills, including seven
roller coasters and a 14-ride Kiddieland. It is currently owned by
Palace Entertainment. TripAdvisor is a travel website company
founded in 2000 that provides
hotels booking services as well as
reviews of travel-related content

visor bubble rating of at least four
out of five, have a minimum number of reviews and must have
been listed on TripAdvisor for at
least 12 months.
"Our team is honored for the opportunity to serve the people of
Western Pennsylvania and beyond," Kennywood's Jerome Gibas says in a press release, "and
thankful for this recognition from
TripAdvisor."

Details are available by clicking
http://www.actorsequity.org/
NewsMedia/news2017/
DiversityStudyPressRelease.asp
In related news, the union has
named Nicole S. Smart as its new
Director of Diversity. It is her
mission to increate inclusion and
diversity in Actors Equity and the
theater industry.

PGH Film To
Open NYC
Film Fest
The Pittsburgh-made film "Last
Flag Flying" will open this year's
New York Film Festival, reports
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette's
Sharon Eberson.
"Last Flag Flying" is an adaptation of the 2005 novel written by
Pennsylvania author Darryl Ponicsan. A blend of comedy and
drama, it is the story of three
friends and Vietnam War veterans
on the eve of the 2003 Iraq War.
The New York Film Festival began in 1963 and is a project of the
Film Society of Lincoln Center.
Check out Eberson's article at
http://www.post-gazette.com/ae/
movies/2017/06/12/Pittsburghfilmed-Last-Flag-Flying-tappedfor-prestige-opening-of-NewYork-Film-Festival/
stories/201706120176

The certificate is awarded based
on traveler reviews posted on TripAdvisor. To qualify, a business
must maintain an overall TripAd-
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PIF Promotion Is Family Affair
Mairin Petrone has been named as
the new executive director of the
Pittsburgh Irish Festival.

Founded by sisters Maura and
Nan Krushinski in 1991, the Pittsburgh Irish Festival seeks to raise
awareness of Irish culture and the
history of Pittsburgh's Irish community.
“I’m thrilled to be working towards the continued promotion
and preservation of the Irish cul-

ture in Pittsburgh,” said Petrone
in a press release. “I hope to build
on the strong legacy of the Pittsburgh Irish Festival as an educational, fun and unifying event for
our city.” Maura Krushinski is her
mother.
Petrone has two degrees from
Duquesne University and has
worked for both the Pittsburgh
Downtown Partnership and later
as an Irish Festival intern. She has
been living and working in Philadelphia in recent years and has
moved back to Pittsburgh with her
wife.

The
Pittsburgh
A&E Book
A new edition is
currently in
development!

The next festival is scheduled for
September.

Images

Faraway
Hill
Order your copy of
James Richards’
sizzling trilogy
of novels!

www.farawayhill.net
Comedian, actress and activist Jane Lynch proves her singing chops
as she performs classics with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.
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Recent IATSE News
The IATSE board has unanimously elected Andrew "Roo"
Oyaas to the position of International Trustee and Siobhan Vipond to the position of CLC
Delegate
Founded in
1893, the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees (IATSE) is a labor union
representing over 130,000 technicians, artisans and craftspeople in
the entertainment industry. This
includes hundreds of professionals in the Pittsburgh area as represented by three locals.
Oyaas currently serves as secretary-treasurer of the local repre-

senting IATSE members in North
Carolina, South Carolina and Savannah, Georgia. Vipond represents technicians in Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada.

Onyx
Workshop
A sponsorship class is being
staged on July 8 by the Onyx
Women Network.
The Onyx Woman Network
(OWN) is a project of local entrepreneur Ola Jackson to support
women (especially those of color)
in their careers, businesses and
families. An announcement of the
class was made through the
Brotha Ash Productions' BAP e
-blast.
Subjects include how to target
prospects, create a sponsorship
package and "preparing for the
pitch."
The two-hour class will be held at
the Hosanna House in Wilkinsburg. For more information, visit
www.onyxwoman.com
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Opportunities
Applications are being accepted by the Society for Contemporary Craft for their annual LEAP Award. The yearlong retail program features, markets and sells the work of one winner, who also receives a $1,000 prize, and 6
finalists. Download the fact sheet: http://contemporarycraft.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/2018-LEAP-InfoSheet-1-3.pdf
Dana Lynn Photography is seeking a videographer to tape events. You must have your own equipment. To learn
more, call (412) 944-2905.
Four staff positions are available at the Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre, according to the company's web site. These
include instructors, an accompanist and a merchandising associate. Details can be found at https://www.pbt.org/the
-company/about/employment/
Kennywood Park, part of Palace Entertainment, is local for team members to staff the park's annual Fight Nights
program for Halloween. Visit https://us851.dayforcehcm.com/CandidatePortal/en-US/palace/Posting/View/1767

Actors and actresses between the ages of 20 to 50 are being sought for a short film on a young man facing odd experiences at work and in life. These are paid positions. The Pittsburgh Film Office has more information posted
online at https://www.pghfilm.org/listing/casting-call-short-film-like-feather-moon/

Local visual marketing firm AlphaGraphics is seeking a Technology Strategist to support the company’s efforts
in automating online ordering and marketing campaigns for our clients/prospects. The successful candidate will
have, among other requirements, a strong understanding of the Adobe Creative Suite. For more information, click
http://agpittsburgh.com/jobs/#job18
Pittsburgh-based ticket firm ShowClix has openings in both its local and satellite offices. These include client and
customer relations positions as well as technology jobs such as software engineering. To see the full list, visit
http://showclix.applytojob.com/apply/

Three positions have opened up at the Frick Art & Historical Center. These include a museum experience associate and two on the support staff. Related information can be found at http://www.thefrickpittsburgh.org/contact/
employment/

Apple Box Studios seeks an experienced web developer on a freelance basis, with the potential for future hire.
Successful candidates will create responsive websites and execute email campaigns. Strong organizational skills,
detail-orientation and the ability to multitask are additional elements for success. Details at http://
www.appleboxstudios.com/contact-us/careers/
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1. Benedum or Kennedy
4. “Star Trek” shape-shifter
7. Mary Todd’s husband, to pals
8. Actress Irene
9. “The Raven” writer
10. Tater follower
11. Pittsburgh’s pop art prince
13. Word used twice in a famous
Shakespeare line
14. Jeff Sessions’ title (abbr.)
16. Actress Spelling, to pals
17. Noise
18. Lead-in to thermal
19. Attempted
20. It “saved” Pittsburgh per the title of a
1979 cult film.
23. Either Major or Minor
24. One who manipulates
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Down
1. School for talented Pittsburgh
youth, briefly
2. Ivory partner?
3. Require
4. Vow
5. Spock or Seuss title, briefly
6. Pittsburgh’s “college neighborhood”
8. The middle
10. 1960’s TV girl known for her twitch
12. Garfield’s puppy pal
15. Poet James
16. Another name for bean curd
17. Taverns that are less than classy
21. Investment (abbr.)
22. Hitler’s paramilitary group, commonly

